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The Coriolis force may have a dominant role in rotating laboratory plasmas, as well
as in space plasma environments, where dusty plasmas (DP) abide [1, 2, 3]. In this work,
we investigate the propagation of nonlinear electrostatic excitations in a four-component
DP, consisting of two dust species of opposite polarity (d+ andd−, of massmand charge
±Zde, respectively), electrons (massme, chargee) and ions (massmi , charge+Ze).

We consider a rotating DP embedded in an external magnetic fieldB = B0x̂. A two-
fluid model is employed, for the two dust species (distinguished by indices+ and−).
Both Lorentz and Coriolis forces are considered, associated with gyroscopic (Larmor)
and mechanical plasma rotation, respectively via the dust Larmorωcx̂ = ±ZdeB0

mc x̂ and
rotation Ω0x̂ frequencies. The densityn±, velocity u± and potentialφ perturbations
vanish at equilibrium. The system of fluid equations
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is closed by the equation(s) of statepα ∼ n5/3
± , and by Poisson’s equation

∇2φ = 4πe
[

Zd(n−−n+)−Zni +ne
]

. (4)

We assume thatn+,0/n−,0 ≡ δ = 1− γ, whereδ = n+,0/n−,0, γ = (Zini −ne)/n−,0 ≡
n̂0/n−,0), i.e. thee-i background maintains charge neutrality while remaining uniform.

Perturbation theory, introducing slow scalesX = ε1/2(x−λ t),Y = ε1/2y andτ = ε3/2

(ε ≪ 1) reduces the system (1)-(4) to a ZAKHAROV-KUZNETSOV (ZK) equation
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∂X∂Y2 = 0. (5)
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We have defined the effective frequencies Q± = (2Qo ± (Oc)/(Op- [where (Op- = 
(4n:Zje2«o//w)^/2] gû j ĵig positive-to-negative dust temperature ratio C7+ = T+/T_, as 
well as the (reduced) soliton velocity A. Taking ;f = ff+/w7 — f/r, the solution for the 
potential (p ~ e^/20(i) _|_ ^(gZ^ j-ĝ ^̂ jg 

(/)(!) = (/)osech2 (9) 

where the amplitude 00 = 3U/A£ and the width W = ^JU{B(,^ + Dm^)/U. 
The behavior of these nonlinear solutions is under investigation. Our preliminary 

results suggest a significant dependence of the width W on the rotation frequency Qo 
and on the dust cyclotron frequency (i)c. In particular, an interesting effect is witnessed 
when Q± ^^ 2Qo ± 0)c ̂  0, where W diverges, leading to (/)(̂ ) ^ 00 everywhere; notice 
the white region in Fig. lb. Extensions of this work currently underway include the 
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FIGURE 1. Contour plots of: (left frame) the phase velocity X vs. a and 7 and (right frame) the soliton 
width W vs. Oo and cOc, for X = 0.6,1 = 0.7 and 7 = 0.4. In both plots, higher values are shown as lighter 
colored areas. 

derivation of an extended ZK equation for critical plasma compositions where ̂  :i; 0, as 
well as a prediction for the existence of electrostatic double layers in rotating plasmas. 

Details on this investigation will be presented in an extensive report, to appear soon. 
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